New Entrants Safety Education Seminar for
Georgia Motor Carriers
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HOURS OF SERVICE REGULATIONS

HOURS OF SERVICE REGULATIONS


HOS rules seeks to limit driving time for the
sake of highway safety, both for the commercial
driver and for other motorists. It is intended to
reduce fatigue-related crashes, most notably in
the long-haul sector where studies indicate
fatigue is much greater than in the short-haul
sector.



Changes have been made to the HOS rules over
the last few years and now require 10
consecutive hours of off-duty time for propertycarrying drivers. This rule increases the
potential for quality sleep. Data shows that
drivers are getting one or more additional hours
of sleep than under the previous rule.

OURS-OF-SERVICE RULES: Property Carriers
HOURS-OF-SERVICE RULES: PROPERTY CARRIERS
2012 Rule
Property Carrying CMV Drivers
Valid Until July 1, 2013
May drive a maximum of 11 hours after 10 consecutive hours off
duty.

2013 Rule
Property Carrying CMV Drivers
Compliance On & After July 1, 2013
Must take a 30 minute break within first 8 hours of coming onduty. (HM 397.5 mandatory “in attendance” time may be included in
break if no other duties are performed) See exceptions for short haul
and 100 air-mile radius drivers.

May not drive beyond the 14th hour after coming off duty,
following 10 consecutive hours of duty. Off duty time does not
extend the 14 hour period.

On-duty will not include any time resting in a parked vehicle (may
log off-duty) but does not extend the 14 hour rule.

May not drive after 60/70 hours of duty in 7/8 consecutive days.

No Change

34 hour restart: A driver may restart a 7/8 consecutive day
period after taking 34 or more consecutive hours off duty.

34 hour restart must include two periods between 1 am – 5 am
at home terminal. May only be used once per week or, 168
hours, measured from the beginning of the previous restart.

CMV drivers using the sleeper berth provision must take at least
8 consecutive hours in the sleeper berth, plus 2 consecutive
hours either in the sleeper berth, off duty, or any combination of
the two.

CMV drivers in team operations using the sleeper berth may
include up to 2 hours in passenger seat immediately before or
after 8 consecutive hours in sleeper-berth.

Passenger-carrying carrier/drivers are not subject to the above rules. These operations must comply with
the hours-of-service limitations in 49 CFR 395.5.

HOURS-OF-SERVICE RULES: PASSENGER
CARRIERS
Interstate Passenger Carriers must comply
with the hours-of-service limits detailed in
49 CFR 395.5 which includes:


Maximum of 10 hours driving



Maximum of 15 hours on duty



Followed by 8 consecutive hours off duty



Maximum of 60/70 hours on duty in 7/8 consecutive days



Drivers using sleeper berth must take at least 8 hours in the sleeper and may
split time into two periods provided neither is less than 2 hours.

HOS RULE


Adopts drive-time limit of 11 hours.



Prohibits drivers (with some exceptions) from driving
beyond the 14th hour after coming on duty following 10
consecutive hours off duty.



Adopts a 34-hour recovery provision.



Adopts 60/70 hour weekly maximum on-duty times
after which a driver may not operate a
commercial motor vehicle.

RECORD-KEEPING REQUIREMENTS


Current records of duty status (logbooks) and
supporting documents remain the same.



100 air-mile radius CMV drivers may use a
timecard or timesheet as their record of duty
status.



New requirements apply to “short-haul”
property-carrying drivers.

SHORT-HAUL PROVISION


Drivers of property-carrying CMVs which do not require a Commercial Driver’s License for operation
and who operate within a 150 air-mile radius of their normal work reporting location:



May drive a maximum of 11 hours after coming on duty following 10 or more consecutive hours off
duty.



Are not required to keep records-of-duty status (RODS).



May not drive after the 14th hour after coming on duty 5 days a week or after the 16th hour after
coming on duty 2 days a week.

Employers must:


Maintain and retain accurate time records for a period of 6 months showing the time the duty period
began, ended, and total hours on duty each day in place of RODS.



Effective August 2, 2013:



Short-Haul Drivers are not required to take or document the 30 minute rest break noted in
49CFR395.3(a)(3)(ii)

100 AIR-MILE RADIUS DRIVER
49 CFR § 395.1(e)(1)


10 consecutive hours off-duty



Limited to 11 hours driving



May continue to use a timecard or timesheet instead of the record of duty
status



The driver returns to work reporting location and is released from work
within 12 consecutive hours if using the 100 air-mile logbook exemption
provision.


Effective August 2, 2013, 100 Air-Mile Radius Drivers are not required to take or document the 30
minute rest break noted in 49CFR395.3(a)(3)(ii)

SLEEPER-BERTH PROVISION


CMV drivers using the sleeper-berth provision
must take at least 8 consecutive hours in the
sleeper berth, plus a separate period of at least 2
consecutive hours off duty, any part of which may
be in the sleeper berth or off-duty time.



CMV drivers in team operations using the sleeper
berth may include up to 2 hours in passenger seat
immediately before or after 8 consecutive hours in
sleeper-berth.

EXCEPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS


Oilfield Operations



Ground Water Well Drilling Operations



Construction Materials and Equipment

These motor carriers retain the 24-hour restart exception for 7/8 day
duty periods, but must comply with the new HOS rules including:


10 consecutive hours off-duty;



11-hour driving limitation; and,



14-hour on-duty limitation.

EXCEPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS
Oilfield Operations


No change in 24-hour restart



CMV drivers used exclusively in the transportation of
oilfield equipment, including the stringing and picking up of
pipe used in pipelines, and servicing of the field operations
of the natural gas and oil industry may end any period of 8
consecutive days with the beginning of any off-duty period
of 24 or more successive hours.



Specially trained drivers of CMVs which are specially
constructed to service oil wells shall not include waiting
time at a natural gas or oil well site as on-duty time;
provided, all such time is fully and accurately accounted for
in records to be maintained by the motor carrier.

EXCEPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS
Ground Water Well Drilling


For a driver of a CMV that is used primarily in the
transportation and operations of a ground water well
drilling rig, any period of 7 or 8 consecutive days may
end with the beginning of any off-duty period of 24 or
more successive hours.

EXCEPTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS
Construction Materials and Equipment


For a driver of a CMV that is used primarily in the
transportation of construction materials and
equipment, any period of 7 or 8 consecutive days
may end with the beginning of any off-duty period of
24 or more successive hours.

IMPACT ON OTHER FMCSRS
49 CFR § 390.23 Return to Duty After Emergency Declaration
 Driver must be off-duty 10 consecutive hours.
 Driver must be off-duty 34 consecutive hours if on-duty more than
60/70 hours in 7/8 consecutive days.

49 CFR § 395.1(b) Adverse Driving Conditions
 Adds 2 hours to the 11 hours driving limit
 Driver must comply with 14-hour rule

